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Introduction
-Semantic clustering is the tendency to consecutively 
recall words that share meaning Bousfield, 1953

-Semantically associated stimuli may act as 
“reminders” during encoding Greene, 1989; Hintzman, 2011

-Neural signals during memory formation predict 
subsequent organization Long & Kahana, 2017
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Summary
Mnemonic state task

2000 ms/stimulus, 2 phases/run, 8 runs

Retrieve Encode

63 functional electrodes | 46 frequencies ilm5fp@virginia.edu

Classifier trained on mnemonic state task and tested on 
encoding phase of free recall task
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Strong semantic 
associates more likely to 

be recalled

Participants semantically 
cluster their recalls

-Strongly semantically associated items are more likely to be recalled than 
weakly semantically associated items
-Recalls are semantically clustered, despite absence of semantic orienting task
-Greater retrieval evidence for weak compared to strong semantic associates
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Future Directions
-Investigate why retrieval evidence is greater for weak than strong associates
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Hypothesis
-Organization is driven by retrieving associates during 
memory formation
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WAS = 0.86 WAS = 0.017
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